
 

 

 
 

Dear Friends and Relatives,  
 
I just came back from a month’s travel.  Before my jet-lag waned off, I hopped on a plane to Regina to spend the 

Christmas holidays with the family.  For a moment, I thought this year I would not be able to draft an annual letter in time.  

However, in between playing times with the grandchildren and chatting with their parents, I did find some time to write a 

few lines.  It  turns out this week, the whole country of Canada is in a deep freeze.  In Regina today, it records a -30oC.  As 

people say here, it is only a dry cold.  That said, it truly is cold.  Through the window, there is a squirrel climbing and 

stopping along the bare branches of the tall elm tree.  It is very sunny and gives  a false sense that it is a warm day outside.  

Amazingly the forecast for next few days is -1 oC.  How nature can tease and challenge us with this swing of temperatures !  

We are truly blessed that we have the facilities to enjoy a comfortable living. 
 

I had quite an enjoyable and  educational trip in Japan.  It is a combination with a tour group and also partially self-

guided.  We started from Osaka going south towards the Wakayama Pacific Ocean area.  Then we swung north, going 

through 9 prefectures (Japan provinces) to Kanazawa City and Noto Peninsula by the Japan Sea before we looped back 

south to visit Takayama and Nagoya City.  I estimated we traversed a good 1200 Km.  In addition, I re-visited Osaka and 

Kyoto city, only this time I took a more leisurely pace.   Besides the beautiful mountains, countryside, gardens, ocean 

scenes, UNESCO sites, historical castles and Tukugawa samurai places, a few  highlights of this outing are: 

-  visiting the place where Jofuku (Xu Fu) & 6000 young teenagers landed in Japan 2000 years+ ago at Shingu city  

-  seeing lady divers harvesting pearls at Mikimoto Pearl Island 

-  soaking in 4 healthy onsens (hotsprings) at Katsuura Gyoen, Awara, Wajima Nanao, Takayama-Gero Onsens 

-  strolling around the Wakayama Marina Market, Kanazawa Panzeruko and Osaka Kumon Market 

-  hands-on experience in making plastic models of restaurant dishes  

-  hands-on experience in making  wagami (paper) at Mino city, a technique traced back to the Chinese invention 

-  at the Toyota Museum of Industry & Commerce centre at Nagoya seeing the hydrogen eco-car and robot research 

-  delicious Japanese banquet treats , uchizen crab, Iga beef, Hida beef, fish, whale meat, etc. 

-  practising my elementary Japanese 
 

I almost forgot to mention that in May, following a wedding in Montreal, I went to Old Quebec City (400 years old), which 

is also a UNESCO site.  This city has a long history of battles between the British and the French in early Canadian history.   

Along the St. Lawrence River, I also visited the spectacularly roaring Montmorency Rapids, the highest waterfall in North 

America.   Those who visited my family web must have seen some photos I posted. 
 

My two children, Alberta/Axel and Clarence/Casandra, are doing great with their own families and careers.   In my mind, 

Grandchildren are the crown of the aged.   Hanne and Izabela are now 9 and 7 years old respectively.  They are both in 

French immersion.   Avaya is now a lively two year old toddler.  In April, baby boy Andyn, born 7 lb. 7 oz, joined the girls.  

Of course, very happily, we celebrated the arrival of this healthy little fellow.  
 

There are hardly any big changes in my day-to-day life.  But I finally made the plunge to replace my desktop computer 

due to stoppage of browser security updates on XP.  Contrary to the idea of some friends  that I might  have a very 

updated PC, I have been using a Pentium 4 desktop since 2005 and it served me well for the things I did.  In the process of 

changing, just like a teacher friend from my alma mater said, “Changing computer is as bad as moving!”  It is true.  It did 

involve tedious work in getting the software and hardware to function in a similar manner to how they used to , without 

spending more $.  
 

Perhaps I can share one funny episode in 2016.  It happened when I had a walk in the Como Lake in a nearby city.  After 

walking one and a half laps around the lake, I finally noticed that  I had a casual leather shoe on one foot and a running 

shoe on the other!  I suppose, in a rush to get out of the house I got distracted.   Upon returning home, my building 

manager was quite amused about this.  She ensured me that I would soon start a trendy fashion in the neighbourhood.  

   

Well, so much so for writing on the road.  I trust you are all doing very well and I look forward to hearing from you!               
 

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!   

 

 

Al 
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